The Only Difference Between Alt-Lite and Alt-Right

The Alt-Lite is all run by openly Jewish People deceiving the Goyim with the weapon of Jewish Libertarianism brought to you by the Globalist Jewish Elders of Zion: Rothschild, Warburg, Baruch, and through their agencies of the Jewish Von Mises and other Jews. Rand was also a Jew who worked for the Jewish Trust which was developed to help create subversive doctrines in the West that would dissolve Western racial, social, political, and national stability into chaos. Divide and weaken the Goyim into chaos, and then bring the Jewish order out of it. Cultural Marxism is just a continuation of the same program.

And the Alt-Right is run by Crypto Jews deceiving you with Jewish Duginism which is a neo-Marxist ideology. Let's go down the list of leaders: Enoch is Jewish, Anglin is Jewish from his father's side, Weev is admittedly Jewish, and Spencer is Jewish from his mother's side. All of these characters promote Duginism. Spencer has promoted Dugin's articles and work as part of his own organization for years, and his wife promotes Duginism openly as well. Duke is a convicted criminal who pled guilty to stealing from his supporters, and has pictures of him with Dugin as his pal… and he promotes Duginism.

Duke and Jewish Dugin.

The euro-Asian agenda was created by the Euro-Asian Jewish Congress in Russia of which Jewish Dugin is a member and has sat on their panel for conferences. Duginism is a Jewish agenda to destroy the White Race.
Heimbach ran the Zionist allegiance organization on his campus and was dating a Jewish chick, and then a week later he pretends to be against Jews and promotes Duginism. Before this, he was already featured on the FSB propaganda station of RT. And he has attended conferences run by the (((FSB)))) which is the new name for the KGB. Given his Jewish appearance, mannerism, and loyalties he is probably a Jew as well. Do you really believe he "changed" overnight because some Black People called him fat boy like he claimed? He promotes the Jewish agenda.

Jewish Duginism is designed to appeal to and capitalize on the reaction against Jewish policies in America and the EU to offer the solution to them with Jewish Duginism which then allows for the creation of a Euro-Asian neo-Soviet Union in which the Jewish Kalergi plan will be imposed and finalized under a brutal Jewish dictatorship run from Moscow. Russia is controlled by Jewish oligarchs, and the ruling faction is the Jewish Abramovich one. Abramovich is the Jewish deputy of the Rothschilds. The Rothschilds created and ran the EU and gave the marching orders to Kalergi. It was Jewish Abramovich who put Putin, who is also Jewish, into power in Russia. Putin then made sure the Abramovich faction was placed into total power in the Kremlin, and this faction is the Chabad run one.

The Question of the Alt-Right Has Been Answered – satanslibrary.org

In Jewish Putin's Russia, criticism of the Jews is now officially banned by law. This includes Holocaust revisionism. Putin was Israel's man of the year in 2015, and Putin has offices in Israel.
This is what the Messiah of Chabad has to say about Gentiles:

"A Jew was not created as a means for some [other] purpose; he himself is the purpose, since the substance of all [divine] emanations was created only to serve the Jews."

That is what is running Russia.

The Jews are ordered in their religion to destroy the White Race as being of Amalek along with the rest of the Gentiles. When Jews rule anywhere in a White Nation they destroy the White Race by the same methods for the same reason. It's part of being JEWISH to do so.

This was always the Jewish plan; destabilize the West and then offer the solution to that problem with some form of Jewish Communism. They are doing this now. The purpose of the Alt-Right in America is to support the destruction of America
along with racial balkanization which will end America’s ability to oppose this and to replace White America with vassal states of Moscow. And in general, leave America wide open for a military invasion out of Red China that will finish off the White Race. The Chinese Government has already given lectures to the Chinese Military on the plans for such. It’s no mistake that the Jews have sent all American military secrets to Israel, who then sends them to Moscow and China, as they rule both. Asian Jews created the Communist state in China with help from Western Jews out of Moscow and America. This is why the Jewish globalists opened China up and shipped all industry there; to build Communist China into an economic, military superpower that could wage war on America and the West. The current false game of the new model and changing China is a trick that was already played on the West with the USSR from 1921 to 1929 with the NEP. This allowed the USSR to build into an industrial and military superpower over the West, which created the Military Stalin was ordered to invade all of Europe with in the summer of 1941.

Same tricks from the same Jews.

It’s no mistake that Spencer is always covering for the Jews. He is a Jew himself.

https://spencergate.wordpress.com/2017/07/07/spencer-cryptojew/

It’s no wonder why the Alt-Right is one big ADL meme.
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